WAREHOUSE HOME

INDUSTRIAL INSPIRATION FOR TWENTY-FIRST-CENTURY LIVING

LIVING ARCHITECTURE
Unique conversions worldwide by leading architects and designers

REAL HOMES
Remarkable residences in former factories, printworks and warehouses

DESIGN INSPIRATION
Clever tips and ideas for achieving an industrial aesthetic in any interior

Thames & Hudson
The juxtaposition of raw industrial features with ornate columns immediately adds visual interest to an interior space. The column's shaft might be fluted, carved with deep, even grooves along its length or left entirely plain. The capital is either intricately decorated with vine leaves in the classic Corinthian style or carved in the scroll-like form of the Ionic order.

8. Situated in a landmark building, this apartment in NoHo, New York, was previously converted by a rock musician. Now, as the home of a hedge fund manager and his gallery director girlfriend, it is a backdrop for their extensive art collection. Existing cast-iron columns painted white have a modern look.

9. This 186m² (2,000ft²), open-plan loft in a former garment factory on New York's Lower East Side features original cast-iron columns and raw brickwork.